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A new format to store the informations from extragalactic nova lightcurves into a catalogue is
presented. The system is supplied with a user-friendly python-based interface. An analytical model
is used to fit the data in order to avoid the problem of low sample rates.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the dark sky we can see different kinds of shining ob-
jects like stars, planets, nebulae, novae... In this article
we focus on phenomena known as novae and supernovae.
Novae are events that cause the sudden appearance of a
bright, apparently ”new” star, that slowly fades over sev-
eral weeks or many months. Novae involve an interaction
between two stars that causes a flareup that is perceived
as a new entity that is much brighter than the stars in-
volved. The commonly accepted scenario for a novae is a
binary system composed by a white dwarf as the primary
and a main sequence star as the secondary, with mass
transfer from the secondary to the white dwarf. When
the material accreted is compressed enough, H-ignition
takes place in degenerate conditions, which gives rise to
a thermonuclear runaway that powers the expansion and
ejection of the accreted envelope. The ejection of mate-
rial rises the luminosity of the white dwarf several orders
of magnitude. Due to the fact that only the outer layers
explode this can be a recurrent event. If the accretion is
fast enough to reach a certain value of mass (known as
Chandrasekhar mass) before exploding as nova, the star
undergoes a supernova (SN)[1]. The main difference with
novae is that the explosion occurs in the center of the WD
and it results in the total destruction of the star, an thus
there is not recurrence. The typical expected value to
observe a SN is 1 in 50 years while with novae we expect
to observe 30 per year. On one hand, this causes that
the observational data we use come only from novae. On
the other hand the mechanism of a SN is easier to under-
stand, and this is why we will present only a SN model.
Both explosions present similar properties, allowing to
future modifications of the model to include novae.

II. THE M31 AND M81 CASE

There are several ways to study novae. Some projects
focus on the events that occur in our galaxy, but the
observation of such novae presents a big main problem:
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we are unable to observe all the galaxy we are immersed
in, because we can not point telescopes to all the sky at
the same time. In addition, there are high obscuration
effects towards the galactic center. Because of this, the
statistical study of the Milky Way novae is rather compli-
cated. The study of novae in other galaxies also present
some inconveniences, such as the faint intensity we can
record from them. This is why M31 (aka Andromeda
Galaxy) is such an interesting option, as it is the nearest
galaxy to us. The main handicap with M31 observations
is that it is difficult for a conventional telescope to fit
all the galaxy into its field of view (FOV). Because of
this, former observations of the GAA from the Montsec
Astronomical Observatorty (OAdM), using the Joan Or
telescope (TJO) were composed of several pointings to
different parts of the galaxy. Now we use the OAdM’s
TJO to observe M81, which has a smaller apparent size
and can be observed at once, as it fits in the TJO’s FOV.
The new T80 telescope, from Javalambre’s Astronomi-
cal Observatory (OAJ), with a huge FOV that allows all
the M31 to be observed simultaneously. Andromeda im-
ages are recorded at this observatory of the Javalambre
mountain regularly, aimed to monitor novae in M31 twice
a week. Images are prepreprocessed, and sent to the CE-
FCA data center in Teruel by the use of a radiolink. In
the data center, images are preprocessed, and send di-
rectly to the astronomers that requested them, in this
case at the GAA group. Then, images are processed to
identify light sources, and the source list is compared to
a previous image to search for new glowing points, this
is, for novae. It is important to say that we work with
images that are in the visible band, because there is a lot
of research conducted at other bands, such as X-rays.

III. THE NEW DATABASE

There exist some sources in the literature where no-
vae are compiled, as the CDS list, but theres a lack of
a catalogue that includes information about the novae
lightcurves, which is readable and portable[2], with a
method to display easily and fast all this information.
It is interesting, also, to contrast the experimental data
with some theoretical models, to complement and clar-
ify the data, specially for the cases with low sampling
rates. To solve this, we developed a .txt based database
of lightcurves with the information available at the GAA,
complementing the CDS catalogue formatted into .txt
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with some extra parameters useful to the statistical study
of the novae. In order to ease the access to the database,
a Python based interface has been developed, which al-
lows everybody to visualize the novae catalogue data and
their lightcurves, to create and actualize the database,
and to give a geographic and statistical visualization of
the actual novae population at the M31 and M81 galax-
ies. To complete the characterization of the novae, an
analytic model has been applied to fit some particularly
interesting novae lightcurves.

To build up the database, we start from the processed
images of the GAA, that proceed from the OAJ in the
case of M31 and the OAdM in the case of M81. We also
relied in the crea lightcurve programary, which takes a
coordinate pair and searches over these images, to return
a list of the days when a light source was observed at
this direction, and its associated magnitude[3] and mag-
nitude error. Therefore, the process was the following.
First, the most recent CDS was downloaded from the
internet[4], and transferred into .txt format, adding an
internal catalogue number. Then, for each entry in the
catalogue, we run the crea lightcurve for all the spectral
bands recorded, using the nova coordinates, and save its
lightcurves in .txt form. For each nova with data, the
corresponding catalogue number is stored in an extra .txt
file, to notify the system about which entries contain ex-
perimental data. When the database is actualized it only
searches data between the time of the last database, and
generates a new folder with the new data appended. This
results in a reduction of the computational processing
times, in about a factor x5. To access all this informa-
tion, a python based interface has been developed. Once
it is initialized, it searches the most recent database, and
generates the information of the extended catalogue. It
allows us to create a new database from scratch and to
actualize the last one. The most important part of the
interface is the nova viewer, that can operate at each
spectral band. The viewer screen consists in a dropdown
list of all the novae we have observed. Once the nova has
been selected, its catalogue data is displayed at the side,
and the lightcurve of the nova at this band is displayed.
The viewer allows the search and display of lightcurves by
manual coordinate light source input. Also has the option
for exporting the plots and has the option to compare dif-
ferent ligthcurves at the same time. The complete set of
programs and a database can be stored in no more than
1 or 2MB. The scripts can also be transferred to another
computer with data from an observatory, and can be run
changing only the path from where data is extracted.

IV. RESULTS

The new catalogue classifies all the nova information
we collected. This way, some interesting poblational
statistics results can be generated. At first, we created
an histogram with the maximum observed magnitudes
of the novae from each galaxy (see Fig.1). These were

FIG. 1. Histogram of novae maximum observed magnitudes, from

M31.

FIG. 2. Map of M81 with novae superimposed. The color code is:

red for bulge observed novae, yellow for bulge nonobserved novae,

green for disk observed novae, and blue for disk nonobserved novae.

not very reliable, because we don’t have continuous mea-
surements, and therefore, peak luminosities are not well
characterized. Also, we did not filter the crea lightcurve
results, and thus other light sources that are near the
listed novae mask our measures. We used another nova
parameter that avoids these problems: the scaling fac-
tor that has to be applied in order to make that the
disk/bulge separatrix ellipse touches each nova (ellipse
parameters in (1),(2),(3)). We represent this information
in two ways. The first one is an histogram of the com-
mon logarithm of these scales (see Fig.2). The second
one is a .reg file, with all the novae positions marked in a
colour code and the sepratrix ellipse; it is superimposed
to a galaxy image. We also use all this information to
generate an extended catalogue. These are only prelim-
inary results. In the following months, the information
archived in different research group, coming from differ-
ent observatories, will be shared. Using this, a complete
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database will be generated, allowing us to characterize
the peak intensity and t2[5] parameters correctly.

V. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SUPERNOVAS’
LUMINOSITY

Despite the large observational effort during decades,
SN are not fully understood. Our objective is to com-
pare this analytic model to experimental data and check
its validity. In the analytic model that we follow we ap-
ply conservation of mechanical energy taking account the
appropriate decays of the elements involved and the lu-
minosity of the fireball that yields with the appropriate
result. We will refer to the Chandrasekhar mass as crit-
ical mass.

We consider the typical scenario of mass accretion of
a (C-O) white dwarf that accretes mass from a compan-
ion star and tends to the Chandrasekhar limit. When
the WD undergoes a SNIa, different elements are syn-
thesized so depending in their original composition the
explosion can change its final aspect. Most of the energy
of binding per nucleon is released in the kinetic energy of
the explosion and only a small fraction of the nuclear en-
ergy escapes by neutrino and photon emissions. Another
important issue is the expansion rate of the fireball that
is involved that can reach velocities of the order of 10000
km/s. Depending on the nature of the WD involved. In
our routine, we calculate the bolometric luminosity of the
SN. We set t as the time (in days) after the explosion.
The bolometric luminosity curve is mainly powered by
the radioactive decay chain 56Ni - 56Co - 56Fe. During
this phase, energy conservation yields the expression:

U̇ + U(
1

t
+

1

tdif
) (1)

with U the total thermal energy of the SN fireball, tdif
the mean diffusion time of photons to the surface by a
random walk and Ė the energy deposition rate in the fire-
ball after the break-out. If we solve the previous equation
and set the bolometric luminosity Lb = tU/t2r, we get the
main analytic expression that we must solve:
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e
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2tr2 Ėdt (2)

Having tr = (11±1)(MC/MCh)
1/2
d as the main compo-

nent of the approximation of tdif by t2r/t. Then, the only

component left to calculate is Ė. Ė has to components,
which are Ėγ + Ėe+ . While the first one corresponds
to the power supply of the γ-rays, the second one is the
power supplied by the kinetic energy loss of the positrons
originated by the β+ decay of 56Co. Their expressions
are:

Ėγ =
M(56Ni)

M�
(7.78Aγ(Ni)e

−t
8.76d

+ 1.5Aγ(Co)(e
−t

111.27d − e
−t

8.76d ))1043erg s−1 (3)

Ėe+ =
M(56Ni)

M�
Ae(e

−t
111.27d − e

−t
8.76d )1043erg s−1 (4)

Now, they seem to have some new factors. Ae corre-
sponds to the relation of released energy as positron ki-
netic energy and as γ-ray energy. For now, we will set
≈0.05, but it depends on the observed SN. Aγ(Ni) and
Aγ(Co) are the absorbed fractions of the γ-ray energy
coming from the decay of 56Ni and 56Co, respectively.
If we consider that the fireball is spherical and that the
56Ni is uniformly distributed over it, the absorbed frac-
tions are Aγ ≈ 1 − e−τγ , where τγ is the optical depth
of the fireball. τγ can be calculated by τγ = t2γ/t

2 with
τγ(Ni)33d and τγ(Co)31d for a critical mass similar to
MCh. We can also calculate the luminosity peak-time.

Lb can be approximated by Lb ≈ (1 − e−t
2/2t2r )Ė, which

peaks at ≈ 17.5 ± 1.5d. If we plot the bolometric lumi-
nosity, we get:

FIG. 3. Analytical data vs Peak luminosity approximation

M(56Ni) = 0.84M�,Ae = 0.05,τγ(Ni) ≈ 33d,τγ(Co) ≈ 31d

with a peak luminosity of 16.7 days, which fits our con-
straint. Finally, Fig. 4 is a comparison between our
analytical model and an actual SN (SN2011fe).

TABLE I. Fit parameters for SN 2011 fe. t0 corresponds to the

explosion time relative to maximum ligth

t0(d) tr(d) tγ M(56Ni) Ae
-17.5 14.6 19.5 0.73M� 0.12

VI. CONCLUSIONS

There is a lot of data generated every night. It is not
an easy task to manage all this data, and to make it
accessible. Also, there is a lack of catalogues with nova
parameters. The new database system provides a useful
tool to classify and store the nova observations. The
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FIG. 4. Fitting of the SN 2011 fe.

interface developed is a clean and fast way to access
and visualize the novae lightcurves, and the extended
catalogue opens the path for a scale-based study of
extragalactic novae. With its use, we have identified
122 of the 1117 novae discovered in M31, and 47 from
the 224 novae discovered in M81. From this data, we
have extracted 7 useful lightcurves from M81 in R
band, 36 from M31 in R band, and 30 useful, and 30
from M31 in HA band. There is a lot of work to be
done. The most immediate task is to add a filter after
crea lightcurve, to avoid the storage of data from other
light sources that are close to detected novae. The
second one is an algorithm correctly characterize the
maximum magnitude of a nova lightcurve, and also other
important parameters, such as its t2. With this extra
information, in combination with the data from other
observatories, the database can be completed, allowing a
correct characterization of maximum magnitudes and t2
of each nova. With this extra information, an statistical
comparative study of the disk and bulge novae can be
carried on, analyzing differences in maximum magnitude
and t2 in each galaxy, or even comparing bulge/disk
novae from the same galaxy. We want to highlight the
great coordination effort that is necessary to obtain

experimental data in this field. On one hand, the huge
infrastructure needed to obtain the raw images and send
them preprocessed to the investigators, and on the other
hand, the processing, analysis, and presentation task
that experimental astronomers do to put some order to
the chaotic images that we obtain from the sky. We hope
that the scripts and the interface we have generated will
be useful for the researchers, easing the task of accessing
to this data, and characterizing it. About the part of the
analytical model we have to say that its results are very
acceptable if we consider that we are using data from
novae and not supernovae. As we have seen changing
the initial mass of Ni the magnitude in the explosion is
affected by a scaling factor in the plots. So with less Ni
mass the conditions are more similar as a novae so the
plots look like more. Finally, is important to be aware of
this result if we have had these results by changing the
initial mass of Ni, perhaps we will be able to develop an
analytical model for novae too.
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[1] Supernovae take this name because the phenomenon observed

from Earth is like classical novae, but much more intense.

[2] The CDS list uses .fits format, that makes the information quite

difficult to be read directly, and requires an implementation of

the specific protocole.

[3] The magnitude of an object is a logarithmic scale to measure

the brightness of an object. Each five magnitudes correspond

to a factor x100.

[4] M31 novae list from:

http://www.mpe.mpg.de/m̃31novae/opt/m31/data/fits/M31 table1.fit

M81 novae list from

http://www.mpe.mpg.de/m̃31novae/opt/m81/data/fits/M81 table1.fit.
[5] This is the time interval from the maximum intensity to two

magnitudes below that.


